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Organizations involved

Institute of Microbiology, CAS

Computer Network Information Center, CAS

Institute of Zoology, CAS

Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS

Qinghaihu National Nature Reserve, Qinghai Prov.



Project objectives

1. Development of data standards and metadata

2. Integration of avian-flu databases

3. Epidemiological and ecological researches

4. Bioinformatic platform for avian-flu analysis 

5. Alarming and predicting system

6. Construction of cooperative scientific research 

network

7. Establishment of information publication system



http://birdflu.sdg.ac.cn http://www.avian-flu.cn

http://birdflu.sdg.ac.cn/
http://www.avian-flu/


Data standards and metadataData standards and metadata

Data standards for bird flu basic databases are made under 
requirements of bird flu basic databases for dynamic monitoring,
historic epidemic situation, genetic resources and so on.    

Metadata standards are established and further developed into a 
descriptive language used for organizing, managing and 
applying bird flu resources - “Data standards for 
comprehensive information platform and alarming and 
predicting system of AI epidemic of CAS”





Integration of bird flu databases

Anticipated databases
① viral resource database
② genetic resource database
③ historic epidemic situation database
④ dynamic observations database
⑤ host areas and environmental database
⑥ scientific literature database
⑦ nucleotide and protein sequences database
⑧ international cooperation information

Other databases during the project (for ongoing 
experiments)



Isolation and identification of virus

Isolation and identification of virus

Animal tests

Sequencing and genetic analysis of virus gene



RT-PCR identification





Data submission form

Data should be 
submitted in 

required form



Susceptible hosts / AIV sensitive animals

Great Black-
headed Gull

Bar-headed 
Goose





Tree Sparrow

Great Cormorant



Brown-headed Gull

Greater White-fronted Goose







Snow finches



Nucleotide and protein sequence database



Nucleotide and protein sequence database



Epidemiological and ecological researches

Epidemiological researches of avian influenza virus:
Our researches are focus on molecular epidemiology, 
genomic, proteomic, genetic mutations and pathologic 
mechanism.

Ecological researches of AI :
We investigate wild birds, domestic poultry and mammals 
to learn their ecological behavior, pathologic mechanism of 
virus, animal hosts of HPAI H5N1, allocation of hosts and 
their ecological characteristics.



Ecology of AI infected sites

Yuanjiang, 
Hunan



Macheng, Hubei



Jieshou, Anhui

Guangde





Epidemiological and ecological researches
(Birds collecting around Lake Qinghai)

Location Type Number Latitude Altitude

Gang Cha Little Owl 1 N36.59′E99.35
′

3200 (M)

Hume's Ground 
pecker 

17

Horned Lark 15

Great Black-
headed Gull 

11

Rock Sparrow 2

Bar-headed 
Goose 

1

Twite 15

small snowfinch 3

Lesser Skylark 13



Epidemiological and ecological researches
(Continue)

Location Type Number Latitude Altitude

Gang Cha Tibetan antelope 6 N36.59′E99.35
′

3200 (M)

Kentish Plover 2

Great Cormorant 4

Common Tern 2

Brown Accentor 1

Eurasian Hoopoe 5

Tian Jun Yellow-billed 
Chough 

2 N37.12′E99.14
′

3326(M)

White-rumped
Snowfinch

30

Blue-fronted 
Redstart 

8



Epidemiological and ecological researches
(Continue)

Location Type Number Latitude Altitude

Lake Ke LuKe Red-crested 
Pochard

6 N36.59′E99.35′ 3200 

Great Crested 
Grebe 

3

Little Grebe 2

Mongolian 
Ground-Jay 

2

Common Coot 1

Hill Pigeon 1

He Ma River Tree Sparrow 9 N31.52.09′E95.5
6.16′

3250

Xiang Pi mountain Rufous-tailed 
Rock-Thrush 

1 N36.45.24′E99.3
8.01′

3500

Total: 26 163



Bioinformatic analysis system

Genomics and evolutionary analysis:

Providing information about genome structure from different subtypes 
of  AI virus, sequences and function of all eight genomic segments, 
open reading frame of genome and also homology analysis.  
Proteomics and trans-species spreads of virus:

Studying how the difference in protein sequence affects the infection of 
various hosts and analyzing interactions between protein-protein, 
protein-nucleotide and small molecules to understand infecting 
mechanism and advise drug designs based on protein structures.



Bioinformatic analysis system

Bioinformatic analysis software used for our 
researchers

① GCG: 
A comprehensive collection of sequence analysis 

tools which contains over 140 programs and can be 
used to perform a gene / genes and protein analysis
② DS Modeling: 
A collection of tools that provide functionality for 

protein characterization, X-ray analysis, proteomic 
functional annotation, and homology modeling  



Bioinformatic analysis system

Bioinformatic platform integrated in publication 
system for external usages

1. Blast
2. Clustalw
3. Translation
4. Motif searching



DS Modeling 1.1









GCG package



Bioinformatic tools integrated in sequence database



Bioinformatic tools integrated in sequence database











Cooperative Scientific Research Network

Providing software and tools for cooperative working environment，including: WIKI, BBS, 
instant messaging, mail lists, FTP services and so on.



Information publication system

www.avian-flu.info







What next ?

Conducting serological and pathological investigation of migratory birds 
and poultry in places along their flyways like Qinghai Lake periodically. 

Getting breakthroughs in virus infecting mechanism, functional protein 
of virus-host cell protein interactions and trans-species spreading 
researches. 

Focusing on AI related molecular virology, diagnostic, immunologic 
researches. 

Ecological and environmental conservational viewpoint of epidemic of 
this killing disease.



What next ?
Data collecting:

Ecological and geographic data
Immunological and pathological data

Constructing platforms for:
Data management：
Alarming and predicting system：
Bioinformatic analysis tools：

Setting up network for international cooperation:



Thanks for your attention !
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